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Call for Paper
Since 2009, ICDIP has been successfully held 12 editions in various locations, including Bangkok(2009), Singapore(2010), Chengdu(2011, 2016), Kuala Lumpur(2012), Beijing(2013), Athens(2014), Los Angeles(2015), Hong Kong(2017), Shanghai(2018), Guangzhou(2019) and online (due to COVID-19 in 2020). It is one of the leading international conferences for presenting novel and fundamental advances in the fields of Digital Image Processing. Its mission is to foster communication among researchers and practitioners working in a wide variety of scientific areas with a common interest in improving Digital Image Processing related techniques.

Keynote Speakers
- Prof. Kot Chichung, Alex
  (IEEE Fellow)
  Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
- Prof. Hiroshi Fujita
  Gifu University, Japan

Publication
1. Proceedings
   Accepted papers of ICDIP 2021 after proper registration and presentation will be published in the conference proceedings by SPIE, which will be included in SPIE Digital Library and indexed by Ei Compendex, Scopus, etc.
   The previous twelve proceedings have been successfully indexed by Ei Compendex, Scopus.
2. Journal Special Issue
   Multimedia Tools and Applications (Electronic ISSN: 1573–7721; Print ISSN: 1380–7501)
   Impact factor: 2.313 (2019)
   Five year impact factor: 1.994 (2019)
   Abstracted and indexed in: Science Citation Index Expanded (SciSearch), Ei Compendex, Scopus, ACM Digital Library, CNKI, DBLP, etc.

Submission
Submission template:
http://www.icdip.org/file/template.doc
Submission Method:
1. The Easychair Submission System.
   Link: http://www.easychair.org/conferences/?conf=icdip2021
2. If you have any questions about submission, please send email to icdip@iacsit.org

Important Dates
- Submission Deadline: December 15, 2020
- Notification Deadline: January 5, 2021
- Registration Deadline: January 20, 2021

Submission and General Enquiry
Ms. Caroline Hu | icdip@iacsit.org
Tel.: +86–18302820449

Review and Notification
Ms. Gloria Leung | icdip_review@iacsit.net
Tel.: +86–18000547208

Registration and Related Issues
Ms. Yolanda Dong | icdip_reg@iacsit.net
Tel.: +86–18080013977

Scholarly Supported by

Contact Us
Office Hour: 9:30—12:00, 13:30—18:00, Monday to Friday (GMT+8 Time Zone)
WeChat: iacsit2009
WeChat Official Account: iacsit